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.Q!!; ~ Fields of ~ Brownian Martingales 
1. Introduction 
Suppose (n, J, P) is a probability space, and {Bt}t > 0 is a standard 
1-dimensional Brownian motion defined on (0, ~. P). Let (a:1t > 0 be the 
right continuous, P-complete a-fields generated by {Bt}t > 0 • If (Mt, ~}t > 0 
is a martingale with E~ < ~ for all t, it is well-known that there exists 
t 
an {a!}t > a-adapted process (ct}t > 0 with E f c~ ds < ~ for all t, such 
- - 0 
that fj'~c8 cm8 }t > a is a version of (Mt }t > 0 (see, for example, Kallianpur 
- -(1977)). In particular, every such M has a version with continuous paths, a 
fact which implies that every {~}t > a-stopping time is predictable, a strong 
regularity property of the process B. (see Chung and Walsh (1974)). 
Now let {(Jt > a be the right continuous, P-complete a-fields generated 
by {Mt}t > a· Cle:rly ( c ~ for all t: call M and B equivalent if 
( = ~ for all t. The questions we consider in this paper (and answer, for 
some special classes of integrands described later) are: 
1) What conditions on {Ct}t > 0 guarantee that M be equivalent to B? 
2) More generally, when can we find some {~}t > a·adapted Brownian Motion 
-{Xt}t > 0 such that M is equivalent to x? 
3) If no such X exists, how ''bad" are the fields {(Jt > 0 in 
particular, do they support discontinuous martingales? 
In the next section, we show that these questions are easily settled for two 
important classes of integrands, simple functionals and nonrandom functions. We 
also present some examples indicating the complications which can arise with more 
complicated integrands. The remainder of the paper is devoted to answering the 
questions for integrands of the form c8 = f(B8 ) where f is continuous with 
non-accumulating zero set. 
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2. ~ examples 
First, suppose there is a finite time set (0 = t 1 < ..• < tn < ~} such that 
where ct. 
l. 
is a!_-adapted and EC~.<~, 
l. l. 
1 :Si :Sn. Then, if P(ct. = 0) = O, 1 :Si~ n, M is equivalent to B; if 
l. 
for some i, P(Ct = 0) > O, M is equivalent to no Brownian motion. All sto-
i 
chastic integrals are obtained as limits of integrals with such integrands 
{which may be taken to satisfy P(Ct = 0) = O, 1 ~ i ~ n): hence every 
i 
L2 -martingale on (a!Jt > 0 may be approximated arbitrarily closely (uniformly 
on almost all paths) by martingales equivalent to B. 
Next, consider the case of nonrandom integrands: ct(w) = f(t), with 
J~f2 (s)ds <~for a11·t. The Gaussian martingale (Mt= J~f(s) dB(s)}t > 0 is 
then equivalent to B if and only if leb(s:f(s) = o} = 0 ("leb" is Lebesgue 
• 
measure). If so, Bt = j~ f(s) dM(s) and so a: c ~, t ~ o. I.f not (and 
leb{s 5 t:f(s) = O} < t) the nontrivial Gaussian processes (Mt}t > 0 and 
(Yt = J~l(f(s) = o} dB(s)}t > 0 are independent, so Yt is !!2! 
~-measurable and ~ c a! :s soon as leb(s < t:f(s) = O} > 0, 
~ -
If leb(s:f(s} = O} > O, the fields {~}t 2: 0 are not generated by any 
Brownian motion, but they are still quite well-behaved, supporting no discon-
tinuous marti~ ales. Both facts follow from the integral representation theorem 
given below; the proof of which exactly follows a proof of Kallianpur (1977) 
.... 
for the Brownian case (f(t) = 1). (For suppose M ~ equivalent to a Brownian ... 
Motion x. Then Xt = J~(s) dM(s) = J~(s)f(s) dB(s) and so t = < X >t = 
f~2 (s)f(s) ds. But then for almost every path, D2 {s)f2 (s) = 1 a.s. (leb), a 
contradiction since leb(s:f(s) =OJ> o.) 
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Theorem: If Mt =J~f(s) dB(s) where f is a nonrandom locally L2 -function, 
then every L2 -martingale with respect to ({~}t > 0 , P) can be represented as 
a stochastic integral of M -- that is, if Y is such a martingale, then there 
exists an (~}t > 0-adapted process {ct}t > 0 with Ef~c;ds <~ for all t, 
such that (f~cs ~(s)}t > 0 is a version o; Y. 
When the integrands are random and not simple, the situation becomes much 
more complicated as the following examples show: 
1) Let 'T" = inf {s: I B s ( = 1}. Set Cs = 1 { 'T" < s J- Then the random variable 
x(w) = leb{s:C (w) = O} is positive a.s. As was true with nonrandom 
s 
and simple integrands above, this implies that M =JC dB is not equiva-
lent to any Brownian Motion. But here there is no integral representation 
theorem. Since 'T" = inf{s:~ I: o}, 'T" is an (~}t > 0-stopping time. 
Moreover, 'T" is clearly {~}t > 0-unpredictable, and the martingale 
-{E(Tl~:)}t > 0 is discontinuous. 
-
2) Consider the integrand B
8
, so P{leb(s:B
8 
= O} = O} = 1. However, 
B2 - t 
Mt = Jd3 s dB s = t 2 and so M is !!2E, equivalent to B(but to IBI ). 
As will be shown below, there!!. a Brownian Motion X which is equivalent 
to M. But as we shall also see, there exist integrands {D t }t > 0 such 
that P(leb{s:D
8 
= O} = O} = 1 and {J'~s dB8 }t 2: 0 is equivalent to~ 
Brownian motion and generates fields which support discontinuous martingales. 
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3. ~ definitions and !h!:, statement £!_ !h!:, theorem. 
Let f be a continuous function. Define the ~ ~' Zf, of f and the 
crossing !!.E,, Cf, of f as follows: 
Zf = fx:f(x) = O} 
Cf= (x:f{x) = 0 and lim sgn f(s) ~ lim sgn f(s)}, 
s-1,x stx 
where 
For x in Cf, define 
yf{x) = inf(s ~ O:f{x + s) ~ -f(x-s)}. 
Let yef = (s:s = vix) for some x in Cf}. 
Theorem: Suppose f is a continuous function with Zf = Cf and 
,, 
Card(Cf) < co. Suppose also that for.all finite t, EJ~£2 (Bs) ds < co. Let 
~ = J~f(Bs) dBs. Then: 
1) If yCf = {O}, .,/- is equivalent to B. 
2) If "{Cf = {O} U (co}, i/- is equivalent to a Brownian Motion X, which 
is itself equivalent to B reflected in a (perhaps infinite) interval. 
3) If yCf n (o, co)~ fA, then .,/- is equivalent to no Brownian Motion, 
f 
and (~ }t > 0 supports discontinuous martingales. 
In section 4, three basic lemmas are established; the theorem itself is 
proved in sections 5-7 -· ·. · · ,. 
• 
. . ..._ 
... 
... 
... 
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4. Three lennnas 
The first lemma shows that, if for each path the integrand vanishes only on 
a set of zero Lebesgue measure, the fields of the integral are sufficiently rich 
to support a Brownian Motion. 
Lemma 1: Suppose (ct)t::; 0 is (~}t::; 0-adapted, Ej~c! ds <oo for all t, 
and P{leb(s:Cs = O} = O} = 1. Then there exists a Brownian Motion (Xt}t > 0 
such that for all t, ~ S .;./C dB S ~- -
Proof: By Ito's formula, (see, for example, McKean (1969)), jM dM =JR-; <M> 
where <K>t = f~c! ds, so <M> = M2 - aj'M dM is (~}t > 0-adapted. Let 
<M>t+h - <M>t Ji 
Dt(w) = Tiiii h (w) then D is (a:t}t > 0-adapted. Moreover, for 
h.W 
almost all w, Dt(w) = C~(w) a.s. (Lebesgue). For almost all w, then, 
Dt(w) ~ 0 a.s. (Lebesgue). 
Let ·Ft(w) = lntl-½(w): so for almost all w, Ft(w) = fctf-l a.s. (Lebesgue). 
c2 
Since for s < 00 , Ej'~ lctl2 (w) dt = s < 00 , Ejif'~(w)C~(w) dt < 00 also, and so 
(Xt = J~(s) dM(s) = f~(s)C(s) dB(s)}t > 0 exists and is, of course, 
-
C 
(~}t::; 0-adapted. Since EJ'~IFsCs(w) - lc:I (w)lds = O, for each t 
t C t c2 
Xt =f0 -1 sl dB(s) a.s. (P) and thus for all t, <K>t =Jo ! ds = t a.s. (P). Cs Cs 
Hence X is a Brownian Motion (see McKean (1969)). 
The next lemma is fundamental. Let M(t) = j~ sgn B(s) dB(s). An easy appli-
cation of Ito's formula shows that P(M(t) = IB(t) I - t0(t) Vt) = 1 where 
t0(t, w) = lim fa leb(s ~ t:IBs(w)I ~ e} is the local time of B at O. Since 
e"-0 IBI (Bl [.t0(t)}t > 0 is adapted to (:it }t > O, M is (:Jt }t > 0-adapted also. The 
- - -
converse is also true. 
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Lemma g: Let Mt =J~ sgn B(s) dB(s). Then M is equivalent to fB[. 
Proof: Set A=· {w: Vt, t0 (t) < ~ and M(t) = IB(t) - t0 (t)f }; then 
P(A) = 1. For w in A, t0 (w, •) is an increasing function, and the 
measure d t0 (w, •) is concentrated on 2B •(w). 
Fix t. Let s' = max{s ~ t:B
8
(w) = O}. Then r > s 1 implies that 
t0 (r, w) = t0 (s', w); and since (B ,(w)I = o, M ,(w) < M (w). If r < s, s s r 
then t0 (r, w) < t0 (s', w), and so M (w) > M , (w). Hence s' = 
- r - s 
max{s < t:M (w) = min M (w)}. Since [Btf (w) = Mt(u) - M ,(w), we have re-
- s o<r<tr s 
--
covered IBtl(w) from (Ms(w)}~:::t· Since ~ is complete, IBtl is 
~-measurable. 
Suppose (Xt}t > 0 is a stochastic process on (n, (qt}t > 0 , P), and ~l ~ T2 
- ~ 
are (Q.t.}t ~ 0-stopping times. For each t, let Yt. = XtAT2 - XtA'1"l, so that 
{Yt}t > 0 is also a stochastic process on (n, {~}t 2:: 0 , P). Set 3{T1,T2)=~~-
Lemma .3.: Suppose X and M are processes on (n, {Q.t}t > 0 , P), 
(Q.t}t > 0 are right continuous, (io is trivial and X has continuous paths. 
-
Suppose that {Tn}n > 0 is a sequence of {~}t > 0-stopping times, To= 0 
-
and 't" t ~. If for all n > 0 and s ~ t, ~( ) c ~( ) 
n - TnAs, Tn+lAs TnM, Tn+lAs ' 
then a; c ~-
Proof: Since X has continuous paths and 't" -+ t, 
n for s ~ t, 
X X • hence it suffices to show that X is -.J!-,t-measurable. 
T /\s -+ s' T /\a n n 
+ • • • + (X T As - X 'I" M ) ' 
n n-1 
and by definition, 
(x X ) is i5c A-)·measurable -- and th s, by assumption, is 
Tk+ll\s - Tk/\s Tkl\s' Tk+l 'u, 
i'fc A... An)-measur'able also. Since each Tk is an 
Tk,1,.a ' '1'k+l '~ 
(~}t > 0-stopping time, 
-
... 
.. 
-
os puw 'a1qw.::tns-eam-~ SJ svu~ x snl.lJi 's > svllJ, 
-l-
fa, 
I I 
~ 
I 
1 
t-1 
I 
r 
r 
r 
i 
(9\ 
I 
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5. Proof ,2! theorem: yef = (o}. 
For simplicity, we divide the argument into two cases. 
-1 } £!!!. !_: y fO = O. 
Set Xt = j~ sgn f (B s) dB s . By Leuma 1, Xt is (-measu:rable. Since 
sgn f(B
8
) = (lim sgn f(x)) sgn B(s), X is equivalent to fsgn B(s) dB(s), 
x~ f -
and hence, by Lemma 2, to (Bf. Thus (B(t is ~-measurable for each t. 
Since <.r.f>t = J~f2 (B8 ) ds and f is continuous, <.r.f>/ = £2 (Bt) for 
all t and so ff (Bt) ( is ~-measurable for all t. 
Fix t. Let s'(w) = max(s ~ t:fB(s)f = O}. Then s 1 is ~£-measurable. 
For s in (s'(w), t), either A): B(s) = +(B(s)( 
or B): 1;3(s) = -(B(s)(. 
Since y(O) = 0 and (B(s'(w))( = O, for almost all w we can find ;'(w) in 
(s'(w), t) such that 
f((¥w)() ~ -f(-(B§<w)() -- that is, 
(f((Bg{w)I )( 'I f(-(Bg(w)l)J •. 
Comparing (B(~w)( with (f(B(~(w)( will therefore allow us to determine 
which of A or B is true and hence we may determine Bt(w). So ~ c (, 
and ii is equivalent to B. 
£!!.! g: General y·1fo}. 
Let To = O, -rn+l = inf(t > ,rn:Bt e{Cf - B( Tn)}} 
Claim: For all n and t, 3{0 , 'rnAt) c ;;fa, 'rnAt)· 
for n = O, 1, 2, 
Once the claim is 
established, an easy modification of lemma 3 shows that, if 'rn is an 
{~}t > 0-stopping time, ~ = (. 
••• 
-
... 
.. 
... 
... 
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Proof of claim: 
-----
1) Let z1 = max(zeCf n {-=, 0)) and z 2 = min(zeCf n (o, co)), , 
g(x) = f(x) for x in [z1, z2), 
> 0 and continuous for x not in [z1, z2 ], 
and Xt =J~g(B) dB. Then MA = X A for all s. If O i cf, we may 
s s _ s '1"1 s '1"1 
apply Lemma 1 to conclude that X is equivalent to B. If O e Cf' Case 1 
above implies that X is equivalent to B. In either case, ~( ) -0, r1At -
2) Assume for all t, it_o, 1 At) = ~o, T At). Let Ys = J'~sgn f(B8 ) dB8 • n n 
By Lemma 1, for each s Y is ~-measurable, and so the process 
s s 
(Zs = Y /\a - Y As = j''rn+lAssgn f(Br) dBr}O < s < t is "1!-:(6 At)-
'l"n+l 'rn T. l\S - - - ' 'rn+l 
n 
measurable. Note that f(B(Tn)) = 0 and for r in (,rn, 'rn+l), sgn f(B(r)) = 
I
C(B( 'l'n)) if B(r) > B( 'l'n) 
-C(B( 'r y :If B(r) < B( ,rn) 
n 
where C is a function from Cf, (-1, + 1}. 
Let B" = B +s - B • Then ~ } > 0 is a Brownian Motion, and by s 'r T. s s 
n n -
Lemma 2, r sgn rd a is equivalent to IB I = f B + • B , • Set J ,-n • 'rn 
'z = z :-~ l~s) • Then 'z = l~s) j.08 sgn f(B _a., )· dB(T +r) s T+s ) · s ) ,r .. r n 
n O, 'rn+l • Tn O, 'rn+l ·'rn n 
Fco. At)•measurable. 'rn+ln 
-10-
Since y(B(Tn)) = O, and by assumption B(TnAt) is -tfo, T At)-measurable, 
n 
the argument of Case 1 shows that [sgn(B 'I" As) }0 < s < t is 
n - -
#,_( At )-measurable, and we may conclude that -/:(O At) c rJ{_(O At) 
O' '1"n+l ' 'l"n+l ' 'l"n+l 
for all t, and hence that Tn is an ((}t > 0 -stopping time for each n, 
Thus -1;,f = a! for all t, 
-.I 
.. 
.. 
... 
-
... 
-
-
--
... 
... 
-
... 
... 
.... 
~ 
... 
-
'-I 
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6. Proo~ ,2! theorem: yef = (co} U (o}. 
Define the Brownian Motion (Yt = J~ sgn(Bs - z0 ) dBs }t > 0 • Let 
'1" = inf(t:Bt = z0). By an easy modification of Lemma 2,· Y is equivalent 
to x where xt = (Bt - z0 )1( 'I"> t) + (Bt - z.0 ( 1( '1" < t)· 
Claim: i,_ !! eguivaient ~ !·-
Proof ,2! claim: 
Since v(zo) = co, for all x ~ 0 f(zo + x) = -f(zo - x). We may choose 
a sequence of functions 
conditions: 
(f} n = 1, 2, ••• satisfying the following three 
n 
i) fn is continuously differentiable 
ii) fn(z0 + x) = -fn(Zo - x) for all x 
iii) for fzl =5 n, ff(z) - fn(z)f ~ 1/n 
and I f n (z ) f =5 2 f f ( z) I . 
Fix t < co: then 
>O 
• 
~ 7 +2Ej~l{B > n}f f(B 8 )f 2 ds. 
s 
Since Ef~( f(B
8
) f 2 ds < co, the last term -ii O as n ~ ""• and so ~ c U -(n . 
h n 
So it suffices to show, for h satisfying conditions i-iii, ~c ~:. 
For such an h, let F(x) = J: h(y) dy x ~ z0 0 
-12-
Then F' = h, and there exist bounded functions G and g defined on R + 
such that F(x) = Glx-z0 1 and F"(x) = glx-z0 1. We may apply Ito's formula 
to obtain: 
so ~ is ~-measurable. 
1) Suppose Cf= {O} and y(O) = =. Then sgn ·f(B) = (lim sgn f(x)) sgn B, 
s xJO s 11111 
so r sgn f(B) dB is equivalent to )Bl by Lemma 2, and by Lemma 1, J s s 
for all t 2: O. 
2) Next, supp~se Cf = (O} U y·1(o), and y(O) = =. Let x1 = min(x > 0, 
x e Cf} a~d set ir1 = inf(t: (Btf = x1 ). For k = 1, .2, •••. , set 
T2k = inf(t > ir2k_1:Bt = 0) and T2k+l = inf(t > ,..2k:(Bt) = x1). We 
now apply Lemma 3: 
Define bounded continuous g with g = f on (-x1 , x1), and 
g{s) = -g(-s) for all s, and C = {O}. Then y(O) ==,and by 1) above, 
g J. g 
1'F is equivalent to !Bl. Since :f(o, 'l'iAt) = -1/.o, 'l"iAt)• we have 
~)B( _£ 
{ 0 , Tl At) - ( 0, '1" l At) • 
Now set h(x) = f(x) x>O 
-
-f(x) X ~ 0 • 
Then Ch= Cf - {O}, and 'IC h = (o}, so by the result of section 5, 
-13-
if- is equivalent to B. Since t"° )-#( -( r1 At, '1"2At - 'Tl At, 'T"2At) -
:Jc -r 1 At, -r2At), we obtain: 1) -r2 is an (~}t > 0-stopping time; and 
2) ;JIB( C #, 
{ T1At, T2At) ( 'T"1At, ,r2At). 
Similar arguments yield: for all n 'T"n is an {~}t > 0-stopping 
-
• (Bf · _Mf 
time, and a., At At) c ;,:(,-. At At). Lemma 3 allows us to 
\ Tn ' ,,.n+l 'rn ' Tn+l 
conclude: :i{BI c '( for all t ;:: 0, 
3) Finally suppose Cf= (z0 } U y-
1(o), and y(z0 ) = co. Let 
f 
,r.1 = inf(t:Bt = z0). Then /J-( ) = /;( A )• Applying the results 0, T1At O, Tl t 
. , 
of 2) to the function g(x) = f(x) - z0 and the Brownian Motion 
f 
X = B +s - B allow us to conlude that 1l Bi - Bo I c ~ ; and 
s Tl '1"1 
coupled with the result in part a), we get that if is equivalent to the 
Brownian Motion (Yt = J~ sgn(B8 - z0) dB8 }t > 0• 
-
-lr. ~ g: ~ y 100} > 1. 
Let z1 = sup{z:z e (- 00 , O] n y-
1 (00 }) and z 2 = inf (z:z e (0, co) n y-l(oo}J, 
and set d' = z 2 - z 1, Then z.1 and z 2 are finite, f is periodic with 
period 2d, and y-1 (00} = {z1 + kd, k = O, ± 1, ± 2, ••• J. 
If z = z1 + 2kd ± r, k an integer, r e [O, d], say z mod f = r. 
Let Tl = inf(t:Bt = z1 or Bt = z 2 ) and define for t > 0 
xt = Btl( 'rl > t) + (B mod f) •l( Tl ~ t), 
a) (c ~ for all t ;:: o. 
-14-
-1 } -1 } Suppose h is continuously differentiable and yh (co = y f [00 • Let 
H(x) = Jx h(y) dy for x e [z 1 , z1 + 2d], and extend H by periodicity. 
- zl 
There exist functions G and g defined on (0, d] such that for all 
H(z) = G(z mod h) and H"(z) = g( z mod h). Applying Ito's formula, 
{ = G(Bt mod h) - G(O mod h) - ½ f~g{B8 mod h) ds. Thus if; c ~- As 
in Case 1, we may approximate continuous f with continuously differentiable 
-1 } -1 } _Mf _x h satisfying y f {00 = yn {00 , and so "t c "t for all t ~ o. 
b) ~ c (" for all t. Let 'l'n+l = inf(t > 'l'n:Bt e (•(1 ("'} - B( 'l'n)}}, 
-------
n = 1, 2, • • • • Then 1c, ,.
1
.At) = 3{0 , ,.1.At) and for all n, 
i{_ = :;f B-B( Tn) I = i5 by Case 1 
(Tn. At, Tn+lAt) {'l"n At, Tn+lAt) ('l"nl\.t, 'l"n+lAt) above. 
Since the only discontinuity of X occurs at ,-1 , we may apply Lemma 3 
to conclude that ~ c.~f for all t. 
c) ~ = ~ for all t ~ O, where Yt = f~g(Bs) dBs' , 
g(x) = ll on (z1 , z2 ) 
-1 on (z2, z 2 + d) and g is periodic with period 2d. 
Since <Y'>t = t, Y is a Brownian Motion. ('ro show that Y is. equivalent to 
X, apply Lemma -3 with the stopping times ,rn as in b). 
Thus -r/ is equivalent to the Brownian Motion Y, which is its elf 
equivalent to B reflected in the period interval (z1 , z2 ). 
... 
... 
-lat 
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7. Proof .2£. theorem: y·1(o, co)~~ 
The structure of Cf clutters up the argument in this case, but the basic idea 
is quite simple. If v·1(o, co) is not empty, we may define a square-integrable 
f 
(~ }t > 0-stopping time T which is not predictable -- that is, there exists no 
sequenc: of £(}t > 0-stopping times {rn}n > 0 such that for all n, 'l'n < 'I' a.s. 
-
and ~ f'r• Since on Brownian fields, every stopping time is predictable, 
f n J 
{~ Jt > 0 can not be generated by any Brownian Motion. The martingale {E(Tl:t; )Jt:>O 
has discontinuous paths, with positive probability, so there is no integral repre-
sentation theorem for the L2 -martingales on £(}t > 0• 
-
Case 1 gives the argument in the simplest possible case, while Case 2 indicates 
how to modify the proof in Case 1 to deal with more canplicated crossing sets. 
Case 1: cf = £0} and O < "f(O) < co. 
-- ---- -
Set -r1 = inf(t: (Btl = y(o)) and -r2 = inf(t:Bt = y(O)). If . 
g(x) = ( f(x) x in [-y(o), ,y(O)] 
f(y~O)) x in [y(O), co] 
-f("f(O)) x in ( - co, y{O)), 
then W is equivalent to· !Bl, and {a, 'l'l) = '{a, 'l'l) = :J~~! Ti)· Thus Tl 
is an r( }t > o·stopping time. By lemma 1, for all t :!: o, I f(Bt) I is 
f - f ~ -measurable, and by lemmas 1 and 2, (Btl is ~ -measurable also. Hence, by 
the argument in section 5, for all t, A= {w:-r1(w) < t and B(T1) = y(o)} = ~ ~- ~ (T2 < t} is in c,t • By the right continuity of ;,t , (T2 =: t} e ;,t , and so 
'1'2 is an r(1t > o·stopping time. 
- f 
Suppose a is an (~ }•stopping time and a < -r2 a.s. Let 
* * s1 = {w:a(w) > -r1(w)} and s2 = {w: for all t, Bt(w) = -Bt(w ) for some w 
* in s1 }. Then P(s2 ) = P(s1). Suppose w e s2 , w e s 1 as in the definition 
-
of s2 • 
* w e s1 , 
So: (1) 
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Since ,.1 is an {~bBl}t > a-stopping time, ,.1(w) = ,.1 (w ). Since 
* B (w) = -y(O) and so B (w) = y(O) and therefore T1(w) = Tn(w). 
'T'l Tl f c; 
(w) < ,,-1 (w). But a is an I~ It > 0-stopping time, and 
* * * a(w ) < Tl (w) = Tl (w ) , a contradiction since w· e s1 • So we must have 
P(s2) = O; that is, a< Tl a.s. Since we can find C > 0 such that 
P( ,.2 - ,.1 > c) > a, for any {~}t > a-stopping time a < ,.2 a.s., 
- f 
P( 1'2 - a > C) > o·. Hence T2 is not {~ }t > 0-predictable. Neither is 
T = T2A( 11+1), and T is square integrable. 
~ :.: General .:£· 
Define z1 and z2 as follows: 
-
.. 
· -1 1 i) If (- co, O] n 'Y (0, co) = 0, zl = • co.. Otherwise zl e (- co, O] n "( (0,00' 
and if z e (- co, O] n l\(1(o, co), then z 1 • Y(z1) > z • Y(z). 
ii) If (0, co) n ,,,-1(0, co) = 0, z
2 
= co. O~herwise z 2 e (0, co) n y·l(O, co), 
and if ·z e ( 0, co) n y -l ( 0, 00) , z2 + y{ z2 ) < z + V (z ) • 
For finite zi, let Ii = (:&. - y(zi), z. + y(z .. )) i = 1, 2. i i i 
Now we define the appropriate stopping times: let a= inf(t:Bt = z1 or 
Bt = z2} and Tl = inf(t > a: (B(t) - B(a) I > v(B(a))} and 
12 = inf(t >a: B(t) = B(a) .f'V(B(cr))}. 
Set 'I" =1'1"2 A ( '1"2 + 1) if z 1 and z 2 are finite 
100AT2 A( ,.1+1) if either z1 or z.2 are infinite. 
It can easily (if tediously) be checked using all the results and techniques 
above, that ,.1 and ,.2 are {(°}t > a-stopping times and that ,.2 is not f -
predictable. Moreover (E( Tl~ )}t > 0 is an L2 -martingale whose paths are 
-
discontinuous with positive probability. 
I 
... 
.., 
.. 
1.-1 
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NOTE - The theorem remains true without the condition Zf =Cf, so long as 
leb {zf) = O. Basically, the only new problem is the following: suppose 
there exist e <x0 <=,such that f(x0) = f(-x) for lxl ~ x0 , and for all 
0 ~ r ~ e, f(-x0- r) = -f(-x0+ r) while f(x0- r) = f(x0+ r). In this 
...i situation yf(O) = x0 , but 1£ I is locally symmetric around both -x0 and x0: 
However, it is still the case that B(T) is~- measurable, where 
1" 
-
-
.. 
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.. 
lal 
.._ 
1" = inf{t: )Bit= x0}, and this is exactly the condition needed to construct 
a discontinuous martingale on c(1t ~ o. The proof is similar in spirit 
to the proof given above, but rather tedious, and so will be omitted • 
-U:S-
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